Create this stunning Winter Wonderland Scrapbook page using our easy to follow step by step instructions.

Experience Level: Intermediate

You will need:

- 40081 Foundation Card Sky Blue A4 220gsm pk 25
- PC005 Foundations Pearl Card Steel A4 230gsm pk 20
- ALC001 White Glossy Card A4 pk 20
- TC901 Black Textured Card A4 PD 20
- CSGKSKY Cosmic Shimmer Glitter Kiss Blue Sky
- CED3097 Festive Collection Winter Wonderland Die
- CED3174 Festive Collection Christmas Tree Triple Layered
- CED3173 Festive Collection Poinsettia Triple Layered
- CED3123 Festive Collection Lace Snowflake Frame
- GMIB64 Graphmaster Indian Blue Pen

These handy tools will make your card creation process much simpler!

- CSPEAWHGLU Cosmic Shimmer White Pearl 3D Accent
- Spray bottle, Die cutting machine, Foam tape

Step by Step Instructions

Step 1
Splatter Cosmic Shimmer Warm White Matt Chalk paint over the 12 x 12 Blue card. Lightly tape down the stencil in top left corner of the 12 x 12 paper. Using a spatula spread blue Sky Glitter Kiss over a section of the stencil. Carefully remove the stencil. Set aside the paper to dry.

Step 2
Cut out the following:

- From Chrome White Card: 1 x largest frame die from CED1203 Seville, 1 x Snowflake Frame, 1 x size 2 hexagon & 6 Small snowflakes mini.
- From Steel Card: 2 x Snowflake frame CED3123, 1 x Small hexagon & 2 Small snowflakes.
Walking in a Winter Wonderland

Step 3
Cut a complete set of Christmas Tree Layering dies in White Card, Steel Card and Sky Blue card. Separate the trees using a different sheet of card/paper for each layer and glue together. Attach the trees in bottom right corner, over layering them and glue down. Add a touch of Blue Sky Glitter Kiss over the top tree.

Step 4
Cut the Poinsettia Layering dies as follows: 1 base die of each in Steel, 1 base die of each in Sky Blue card, 1 2nd layer of each in White, 1 2nd layer of each in a Sky blue card, 1 Top layer of each in steel, 1 top layer of each in white. Mix up layers of the poinsettia die cuts and glue together.

Step 5
Create 6 pearls using the Cosmic Shimmer Pearl White 3d Accents and then colour with the Graphmaster Indian Blue pen. Place pearls in centre of poinsettias.

Step 6
Glue photo onto the die cut frame and attach to the page.

Step 7
Attach white die cut snowflake on top of stencilled snowflakes towards the top left. Glue larger hexagon in white on top of steel snowflake. Using foam pads, attach the smaller steel hexagon and a white snowflake. Glue into place on the page. glue final steel snowflake at bottom left corner of photo. Use foam dots to attach a small white snowflake. Die cut ‘Walking In A Winter Wonderland’ in black card and attach above the photo. Glue snowflakes to finish.